MINUTES OF THE STUDY SESSION
OF THE TOWN COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF CHINO VALLEY
TUESDAY, MARCH 16, 2021
6:00 P.M.
CHINO VALLEY COUNCIL CHAMBERS
202 N. STATE ROUTE 89, CHINO VALLEY, AZ

1)

CALL TO ORDER; ROLL CALL

Present: Mayor Jack Miller; Vice-Mayor Corey Mendoza; Councilmember Tom Armstrong;
Councilmember Eric Granillo; Councilmember Cloyce Kelly; Councilmember Annie Perkins
Absent: Councilmember Lon Turner
Staff
Town Manager Cindy Blackmore; Town Attorney Andrew McGuire (remotely);
Present: Administrative Services Director Joe Duffy; Public Works Director/Town Engineer Frank
Marbury; Development Services Director Joshua Cook; Economic Development Project
Manager Maggie Tidaback; IT Manager Spencer Guest (videographer); Audio Video
Technician Laurence Digges (Videographer); Town Clerk Erin Deskins (Recorder)
Mayor Miller called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m.

2)

Consideration and discussion regarding the creation of a "Special District" and sale of land at Old
Home Manor. (Maggie Tidaback, Economic Development Project Manager)
Maggie Tidaback presented the following:
Staff was looking for direction on whether Council wanted to sell the land at Old Home
Manor (OHM).
If Town moved forward with selling OHM land, the first step would be to order an
appraisal. The estimated value for 40acres was between $1.2 and $1.4 million dollars.
The second step would be to hire a large, well-seasoned commercial real estate brokerage
with an international presence. Part of their services would be developing a sophisticated
marketing package.
Anything over $1.5 million needed voter approval in a special election.
All the efforts to date to lease the land had not worked.
Selling land would provide money for some OHM infrastructure projects and possibly
beyond that.
A map of types of use was shared with Members, broken up into the business park area
possible RV park area and parks and recreational uses.
Without the business park, there was over 400acres that could be sold, with a total of 600
acres overall.
If Council wanted to further research selling land at OHM, staff would hire an appraiser
and then come back for a second study session with further information and discuss the
process going forward. That second study session would be followed by a council
meeting and possible action.
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meeting and possible action.
Council Members and staff discussed the following:
The income leasing the land versus selling the land would be on a case by case basis.
The real estate brokerage did not have a set fee, but a typical real estate transaction had a
6% commission fee.
Council needed to determine the sections to sell. If they wanted to sell land in all areas,
the special election would need to happen. If a buyer proposed to buy 160acres with a
value over $1.5 million, the Town needed to be prepared by having that voter approval.
The areas that could not be sold were the equestrian park, any area already occupied, and
the pond areas. The RV park area was a good example of land that could be sold for that
specific purpose. If the Town wanted a specific use for a property sale, it would be in a
land use contract. The Town Attorney explained that if the Town was selling a piece of
property with a value over $1.5 million, regardless of the size, voter approval would be
required. If the Town was making smaller pieces of land strictly for the purpose of not
getting prior voter approval, it could be an issue that got the Town in trouble. If the Town
thought they might be in a position in which the sale of land would be over the $1.5
million dollar threshold, it would be prudent to get voter authorization ahead of time.
Waiting until after an offer was made to get voter approval, would limit the Town’s
clientele and ability to sell the land. It was recommended by the Town Attorney to get
prior approval. The downside of doing that would be if the citizens of Town were to say
no to that amount and the Town ultimately sold land in a smaller amount it could be
viewed unfavorably by the community. The only time a special election was allowed
would be on specific days in the months of March, May, August and November.
Even if land were sold under the $1.5 million dollar threshold, it still needed to be sold
under the public bid process and the Town needed to ensure they conditioned the sale in
a way that they wanted it to turn out. The Town needed to sell the property with a
specific goal in mind and not in a way that allowed the buyer to do whatever they wanted
with the land. The public bidding process would clearly state the Town’s criteria and
conditions on the sale of the land.
Every parcel was 40acres.
A Member thought that an RV Park land sale not only would provide funds from the sale
but would continue to provide income through tax revenue.
The cost to bring water and sewer from one end of OHM would be discussed under the
next agenda item. Staff explained that each forty acre parcel had the potential to bring in
$1.4 million dollars, but the amount was an estimate and could not be fully known until
an appraiser was brought in. A sale of a parcel, could help extend the infrastructure.
If Council agreed to move forward, that did not mean they were agreeing to sell the
property, but instead agreeing to have staff obtain further information on any benefits of
selling the property.
Staff explained that there was currently nothing happening and no new progress at OHM
because people wanted to own the land they were investing in. The land would still be in
Chino, but the people developing the land would own it and the Town had the potential
of getting all the tax revenue as well as the money from the sale.
Although the Town Attorney could not address any existing or specific condition,
typically if land was bound by a certain condition, a sale did not typically relieve the
property of that condition.
The first step would be to get an appraisal to find out the value of the land.
There was no decent RV park within miles and all the Town events could benefit from a
local RV Park.
It was difficult to say if the money from land sales would cover the cost of the necessary
infrastructure throughout the entire business park until they got an appraisal of the value
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of the land. By the next study session meeting, if staff could gather further information,
they could better answer questions relating to covering the infrastructure costs through
sale of the OHM lands. Staff also explained that the infrastructure for the 800 acres at
OHM was basically for a small city, and the water and utilities plan for the area had
taken over a year. The answer as to the cost and coverage for infrastructure throughout
OHM was complicated and depending on which 40acres, where it was located, and what
the use would be.
Members discussed possible locations for an RV Park and the infrastructure to the RV
park. If property were sold at the suggested site shown on the map, the sale price could
get infrastructure to the site and the developer would then be responsible for water and
sewer onsite.
Staff requested that a final decision on this be made after the next presentation.
Members were in favor of an obtaining an appraisal for the land.
3)

Presentation and discussion of the Integrated Water Master Plan for Old Home Manor. (Frank
Marbury, Public Works Director / Town Engineer)
Frank Marbury presented the following:
The Town had taken the last year to map out OHM utility improvements.
There had been approximately five meetings with the Utility Committee in 2019 and a
dozen meetings and workshops over the last two years to get the master plan completed.
The Master plan would guide the Town and provide a roadmap to all the water aspects
that included water, sewer, stormwater and landscaping components.
Richard Aldridge - Civiltec, presented the following:
The master plan was a collaborative effort, with several people providing input and
work.
An overview of the area was reviewed.
There was a five-year capital improvement plan that addressed some of the Council’s
questions on costs.
The projects were based on a plan with an annual 2% growth and a 3% growth to not lag
behind the utility and population growth.
The first five years would put infrastructure in approximately 15% of the business park,
with the rest of the infrastructure completed in the next ten years. There was
approximately 2.7 million square feet of potential building space in the business park.
The 15 year build out was speculative and the master plan was a living document that
could be updated and revised as necessary.
Rick Schroades – Civiltec, presented the following:
Models were initially setup. The first model was a water system model, which would
identify what needed to be done to get the following:
o adequate flows to serve OHM parcels
o pressures to meet the necessary fire flow demands
o maximum daily demands for commercial and recreation demands
o maximum fluid velocity to determine the size of pipes
The installation of a 16 inch pipe size needed to be installed near the Peavine Trail and
was highly recommended completing early on. It could continue and be looped through
OHM.
The water system was modeled to expand over time. A looping line system was being
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The water system was modeled to expand over time. A looping line system was being
recommended as a priority to get water to OHM. Staff explained that the Town wanted
to get it built within two to three years and already had received grant fund for the
project.
A West to East fulfillment for utilities was being recommended because of the location
of the existing utilities.
A redundant well was important to have for the community water system of Bright Star
and Country West.
Constructing internal water mains within OHM was important.
Around 2025 or when the numbers meet the projections, there would be a need for
pressure reduction facilities on individual buildings, otherwise, if people wanted to
develop in certain areas, it would cause high pressures with 115-120 psi.
Longer term development recommendations included different pressure zones. It would
divide up the pressures in OHM, with division lines between pressure zones. It included
construction of a half million gallon tank to service a lower pressure zone. New well
connections within OHM would be connected to the new tank and would create the new
low pressure zone. It would also open up further development potential for the Town.
Since there were two zones, there would be an area with two pipes, one low and one high
pressure, adjacent to one another. That was a con and would need to be examined
further.
Keep constructing internal water mains as OHM was developed.
The proposed pressure zones would create two zones, an upper and a lower. It created
the lower pressure zone in the business park area and east of the business park would be
served by the upper pressure zone. This would give lower pressure to the Bright Star
community, and it would open up additional development areas in a new pressure zone.
The new pressure zones would reduce the exiting pressure zone from 120 psi’s to 70 or
80 psi’s which was more manageable for the Town. Future Bright Star development was
discussed, because it would require the Town to have two zones due to the increase in
pressure.
The sewer system model, with a total build out date of 2035, was reviewed. The model
was conceptual and there could be areas where it would not be necessary, but it was
modeled with the idea that it may be needed in the future. The system was gravity fed
and flowed downhill. When designing the model, minimum pipe slopes and line depths
were researched to ensure proper drainage. The same process for the water model was
used for the sewer model, and the system would be developed in phases West to East.
A prescreening at the lift station had already begun as well as an equalization basin at
the treatment plant.
By 2025 the pump capacity would need to be upgraded, with a recommendation of 800
gallons per minute. The pump station needed to be upgraded or an additional one put
near the existing location. The treatment plant was getting close to full capacity and
needed to be tracked.
By 2030 pump capacity would again need to be monitored. Every five years the pump
capacity needed to be tracked or be increased to meet future flows.
2035 would be time to start planning above and beyond what currently existed. The
Town could be at 80% of a million gallon capacity. The rule of thumb was that once
85% of the capacity at a Treatment Plan was met, upgrade planning was required.
Bill Greenslade and Jim Holt – Civiltec, presented the following:
Reviewed map with the Town boundaries, Town owned wells, and the Type I water
rights which would remain.
The Town was over a very productive aquifer, which was used by both Prescott and the
Town. The aquifer had very clean water, was not deep and could be reached at 400 feet.
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The downside was that the aquifer was declining annually, but not at a high rate. The
decline was both a natural phenomenon and from pumping of the groundwater.
The Town’s wells were reviewed. Four of the wells were within the Town’s service area
and the one at Highlands Ranch was out, and not being used.
The Town needed redundancy and a backup to the system they currently had because if
Bright Star went down, there would be difficulty supplying water.
There were a number of wells within OHM and some were high capacity producing
wells. The bad news was that most were at least 70 years old and when wells were that
age, the future lifecycle needed to be considered. One of the benefits of having the
wells, even if they needed to be replaced, was when doing a replacement well, the Town
could avoid doing the well spacing rules that had the potential of significantly reducing
the volume of a new well.
The water service area would eventually extend into OHM.
The area of impact of the recharge facility or the safe harbor area was, for recovery of
water from recharge facilities, a good place to put wells.
The Town was recharging effluent from the treatment plant, which was permitted to
recharge but not reuse the effluent, up to five million gallons per day. The Town was
not using anywhere near that amount. The permit for the recharge facility was at 1120
acre feet per year, and the Town was only doing a little over 300 acre feet per year,
leaving plenty of capacity in the existing plant. The permit needed to be renewed in
2025. This was good for the Town’s water portfolio.
Water supply for OHM and the Town needed to be examined. The Town utilized a
Service Area Right, as did every small and large municipality and private water provider
within active management areas. Service Area rights provided the Town the right to
grow the system to meet the need of their citizens and their businesses. Service areas
were unique in that they provided the opportunity of an unlimited ability to grow the
service area right. There were also several rights that the Town had, which included:
o Two Type I groundwater rights for non-irrigation purposes
o Three Type II non-irrigation rights
o A large supply of extinguishment credits, which continued to grow as the Town
acquired more. These rights could be used to pledge future assured water supplies
to new developments or subdivisions within the AMA. Many of these credits
came from irrigated land located in OHM.
o Historically irrigated acres within the Big Chino Sub basin, which was the
groundwater basin to the North of the active management area. This was an
opportunity for the Town to retire previously irrigated acres and transport a
portion of the water off the lands into the AMA to use for the Town. The Town
had a number of historically irrigated acres that would yield a large quantity of
water for the Town.
The Town just recently exceeded the 250 acre foot amount of groundwater withdrawals
for use by the service area. This changed the definition of the Town’s service area. The
Town was currently regulated as a small provider, but over the 250 acres classified the
Town as a large water provider. It required additional programs the Town would need to
implement in terms of conservation and reporting programs. Many of the programs had
already been implemented.
Civiltec was recommending that the work done for OHM be implemented more broadly
within the service area.
The Town could encourage the development it wanted by doing the following things:
o Making the physical availability demonstration work that was already done,
available to someone applying for an assured water supply.
o Pledge extinguishment credits to assist those who needed to have an assured water
supply.
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o Agree

to be a water provider for developers that needed to demonstrate that there
was a viable water supply.
o Require hookups to the wastewater treatment plant for storage credits.
Celia van der Molen - Sketch Landscape Architecture Studio
The goal of landscaping at OHM was to greatly reduce water use associated with
landscaping while enhancing the overall esthetics and increasing the land value. This
could be accomplished in three key areas:
o Require installation of low water plants.
o Encourage the use of passive and active rainwater harvesting systems.
o Maintain high landscape requirements and standards.
Landscape in general provided many benefits including wildlife habitat, reduced energy
consumption from air condition and heating units through shade, minimized urban heat
islands created by parking lots and rooftops, and improved overall human health by
creating desirable outdoor spaces and better air quality. For this project in particular, it
greatly reduced the water use after it was established.
Current native plants for the Town area were shared with the Members. Most bushes,
plants and trees were mainly evergreen, which meant they would maintain their foliage
year round.
The benefit of shade trees should not be ignored. The suggested trees would be higher
water users, but the water use would be offset by increased property value and decreased
energy use. For every dollar invested in urban trees, the return was $1.30 to $3.00 in
benefits in energy savings and increased property value.
To supplement the irrigation required for street trees or shade trees was to promote the
use of underground active rainwater collection systems or above ground stormwater
water retention ponds that would help slow and reduce the landscape costs. It would also
help reduce built capital costs, reduce repair and maintenance costs, and reduce operation
costs for the overall stormwater system.
The reason that maintaining high requirements and standards was added was because the
Town, compared to neighboring communities, required almost 50% less landscaping in
developments. A landscape requirement comparison of Town and adjacent cities was
provided to Members. When there was more landscaping, statistics showed that there
was a 7% higher rental rate on commercial properties.
An area without landscaping or was just rock created an environment that created more
weeds. More weeds meant constant maintenance issues. The Town’s Parks Department
currently maintained 83 acres of non-grass area, and it took them 15 to 18 weeks per
year to weed control. The Town would spend $60,000-$70,000 in weed control for
2021. More native plants meant fewer weeds because native landscape that covered the
ground eliminated the ability for weeds seed to cover the ground and harvest.
Cost savings for native landscape versus conventional landscaping:
o Conventional landscaping required supplemental irrigation and used
154,000-460,000 gallons annually with annual water costs were from $500 to
$1,500 and annual maintenance costs were about $11,000 to $21,000.
o An all native landscape, once established within three to five years, cost nothing
annually for water and irrigation and maintenance costs would drop to
approximately $9,000 to $19,000 annually.
o Native landscaping used 77% less water, produced 66% less waste and required
68% less labor.
Richard Aldridge - Civiltec, presented the following:
They were looking at developing the southernmost part of the business park in the first
five years. This would be from Jerome Junction all the way to RV Park Road. It may
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five years. This would be from Jerome Junction all the way to RV Park Road. It may
take more or less time for development depending on funding.
The first year on Rodeo Drive was hard to design and would be ready to go out to bid
soon. Construction elements of the first stage on Rodeo Drive were discussed with the
Members. This phase was about 780 feet long. It would also include the initial sewer
backbone infrastructure.
The second year took the improvements up to the RV Park and Rodeo Drive would be
reconstructed to the intersection at RV Park Road. It included the water and sewer lines.
The 16 inch Peavine Trail water line would be required to provide adequate fire flow and
pressures at the RV Park.
The third year would be the Business Park South Loop and would begin at Rodeo Drive
and run South through the business park to RV Park Road and back to Phase 2 Rodeo
Drive where it ended during the second phase of construction. It would include water
and sewer infrastructure.
The fourth year would extend the RV Park Road to Perkinsville Road with utilities
included. The infrastructure would include 12 inch lines so that it was adequate for
future development.
The fifth year would extend Rodeo Drive to OHM that picked up the remainder of the
RV Park.
The cost was $1.5 to $3.5 million annually as the infrastructure was phased in. The costs
and any additional costs were overviewed for the Members.
The water and sewer lines would tie into existing water and sewer infrastructure. Phase
one would tie into a deep manhole at Jerome Junction. The process was detailed for
Members.
They will come back one more time for an executive overview.
If the Council changed their priorities and the RV Park was no longer a priority, the
priority list would change. This was a living document and could be changed and
updated as necessary.
Members, staff and consultants discussed the following:
Priority one with the addition of the Peavine Trail water line would provide sufficient fire
flow and pressure to serve the RV Park. The Town had a grant from the EPA to finish
the Peavine Trail water line. The grant money needed to be used by Fiscal Year 2023.
A previous grant from the Economic Development Authority built the culvert and
extended Road 4 North and added another culvert at Jerome Junction. The
Environmental Protection Agency grant was for the Peavine Trail water line. They were
two different grants. The Town had money in the current budget for Priority one in year
one for Rodeo Drive.
The Town did not yet have money budgeted for year two. If they were to sell property
up to $1.5 million, it would put a big dent in the total cost of priority two.
As time goes on, the projection showed more water storage would be necessary, which
was driven by fire flow capacity. The idea of putting the storage tank at Santa Fe Trail
and Perkinsville was because the elevation of the area supported it. It was also a good
spot for a tank that would serve a lower zone and if the Town wanted, they could have a
redundancy backflow into the other system with a pump station. They were modeling a
Pressure Reducing Valve (PRV) system in order to have a dual feed into the system. It
would initially be less expensive to put PRV’s on a high pressure line than putting a
whole other low pressure line, but the Town still had to get to the point where they had to
increase their volume of storage.
The Town would need to put in a series of pumps or blanks ready to insert new pumps
when needed for upgrading the necessary flow to the treatment plant. Staff stated they
currently kept spare pumps and rotated them as necessary. The average life span was
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three to four years. The initial lift station was designed to have a twin lift station next to
it which already had the piping in the ground to go to . They currently had a series of two
pumps with the ability to easily add two more, and then add on in the future as needed.
They could be doubled up when they were designed like the equalization basin , which
they already needed to be expanded to meet the current capacity and flows they were
getting. They were going to build it big enough to meet the plant expansion now. Staff
could see doubling up on the design guidelines.
4)

ADJOURNMENT

MOVED by Councilmember Annie Perkins, seconded by Councilmember Cloyce Kelly to
adjourn the meeting at 7:36 p. m .
AYE: Mayor Jack Miller, Vice-Mayor Corey Mendoza, Councilmember Tom Armstrong,
Councilmember Eric Granillo, Councilmember Cloyce Kelly, Councilmember Annie
Perkins
6 - 0 PASSED - Unanimously

Jack W. Miller, Mayor
ATTEST:

?kXM

Erin N . Deskins, Town Clerk

CERTIFICATION :
I hereby certify that the foregoing minutes are a true and correct copy of the minutes of the Regular
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day
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Meeting of the Town Council of the Town of Chino Valley, Arizona held on the
of {\ Id. t \
, 2021.1 further certify that the meeting was duly called and held and that a quorum
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was present.
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day of
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Erin N . Deskins, Town Clerk
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